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1 Introduction 
 

It has long been known that, in clusters, /s/ fails to respect the phonotactic constraints that hold of other 
obstruents. For example, while branching onsets must rise in sonority in the vast majority of languages, no 
such requirement holds of /s/-initial clusters. In fact, the optimal sC cluster across languages is /s/+stop in 
shape (Goad 2011). Although this would appear to be perceptual suicide for a regular obstruent, what 
makes /s/ different is that it has robust cues for place and manner, which ensures its perceptibility 
regardless of what it is adjacent to (Wright 2004, Toda, Maeda & Honda 2010). Unlike other obstruents, 
then, /s/ does not need to ‘lean on’ an adjacent sonorant to be heard. Although the perceptual properties of 
/s/ enable it to occur relatively freely, this observation only goes part way toward explaining its unusual 
distribution (Goad 2011, 2012). Indeed, in research that adopts an articulated view of the syllable, the 
unusual behaviour of /s/ has been captured by assigning it some special status: treating it as an appendix in 
sC/Cs clusters (see Vaux & Wolfe 2009); as a coda preceded by an empty nucleus in (initial) sC clusters 
(following Kaye 1992); or as part of a complex segment in /s/+stop clusters (e.g. van de Weijer 1996). 

None of these proposals contests the position that /s/ is an obstruent. In contrast, we defend the view 
that /s/ can be a vowel –a strident vowel– in some languages precisely because, like a vowel, it has strong 
internal cues to ensure its perceptibility. This position predicts the existence of a language where /s/ goes 
well beyond the appendix-like behaviour it exhibits in other languages. We demonstrate that Blackfoot, an 
Algonquian language spoken in southern Alberta and northwestern Montana, is such a language. 

The extent of the unusual behaviour that /s/ displays in Blackfoot can be briefly exemplified as 
follows. In addition to the cross-linguistically common pattern where word-initial [s] can be followed by a 
consonant, we find [ss] in this same position in Blackfoot (e.g. [sstamat °sisa] ‘Tether him to the stake!’ 
(D229).1 In medial position, both [s] and [ss] can be sandwiched between consonants (e.g. [áakokstakiwa] 
‘She will count’ (G79), [itápsskonakiwaik °si] ‘(My friend) shot at them’ (G50)); and medial [sss], as well as 
[ss], can be preceded or followed by a consonant if a flanking vowel appears at the other edge (e.g. 
[stámsssáakonoosa] ‘Try to recognize her!’ (D166); [ínikátoʔkatsiiwa anníisska óssska] ‘he imitated his 
son-in-law’ (D61)). 

As will be shown in the analysis to follow, these unusual examples can be accounted for if, comparable 
to other vowels in Blackfoot, /s/ is underlyingly monomoraic (like /i/) or bimoraic (like /i:/), in addition to 
being non-moraic (like /y/). Depending on its position in the string, moraic /s/ will surface as a syllable 
head and/or coda, sometimes with links to preceding or following onsets as well. None of this, we argue, 
has to be stipulated: the segmental context in which /s/ occurs determines its realization. Our analysis 
builds on earlier work on Blackfoot: Derrick (2006) states that Blackfoot /s/ “sometimes acts like a vowel” 
and Denzer-King (2009:51) proposes that “/s/ is inherently moraic, and can act as a syllable nucleus”. 
However, it differs from both of these earlier works in clear and substantive ways, some of which will be 
discussed in this paper (see further Goad & Shimada 2014). 
 

                                                             
* Parts of this paper were presented at mfm 2012, NELS 2013, CLA 2013, MOT 2013, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland and McGill University, as well as at Phonology 2013. We would like to thank the audiences for 
questions and comments. This research was supported by grants from SSHRC and FRQSC. 
1 All data in this paper come from Frantz’s (2009) grammar (henceforth G) and Frantz & Russell’s (1995) dictionary 
(D), unless otherwise noted. Numbers following G and D refer to page numbers in these sources. 
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2  Consonants in Blackfoot 
 
 We take the position that a principled analysis of /s/ first requires examination of the distribution and 
syllabification of other consonants in Blackfoot. We thus begin by considering the distribution of 
consonants in this language. See (1). 
 
(1)  Consonant inventory: 
  Labial Coronal Dorsal Placeless 
 Stop p t k ʔ 
 Complex stop  t °s k °s  
 Fricative  s  h 
 Nasal m n   
 Glide w y   
 
The symbols in (1) correspond to those used by Frantz (2009) with the following exceptions: /ʔ/ replaces /’/ 
and /t °s, k °s/ replace some instances of /ts, ks/. We opt for the ligature for the latter consonants because the 
alternative transcriptions, /ts/ and /ks/, are ambiguous in Blackfoot (Frantz 2009): lingual stop + fricative 
can form clusters or complex segments. In some contexts, the analysis is indeterminate; in most others, we 
argue that distributional considerations are revealing of the appropriate structure (Goad & Shimada 2014). 

The most striking property of the inventory in (1) is that Blackfoot lacks liquids. It also does not have a 
laryngeal contrast amongst obstruents. We have labelled the final column as placeless, which we motivate 
on distributional grounds below. 

Data and generalizations in Frantz & Russell (1995), Elfner (2006a), Denzer-King (2009) and Frantz 
(2009) lead us to divide the consonants from (1) into four classes, as shown in (2). Note that the distribution 
of unusual /s/ is not under present consideration. 
 
(2)  Distribution of consonants: 

 Labial Lingual (not /s/) Ordinary /s/ Placeless 
Word-initial onset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 
Intervocalic onset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 
Word-internal coda 
(geminates aside) 

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

Word-final consonant ? ✓ 
(except complex stop) 

✓ ✗ 

 
Leaving aside ordinary /s/ for the moment, a glance at the table reveals that labials and linguals, on one 
hand, and placeless consonants, on the other, principally occur in complementary contexts: the former two 
are restricted to onset position and placeless consonants, to coda. The division of labials and linguals into 
two classes is based on their distribution in word-final position: although stems can end in labials, it 
appears that these consonants cannot occur word-finally, with limited exceptions; this contrasts with non-
complex lingual contoids, which can appear in this position, along with ordinary /s/. Our understanding of 
the constraints that hold of word-final consonants, however, is limited at present and we will thus exclude 
them from further discussion. 

Turning now to /h/, we propose that this fricative, along with /ʔ/, is inherently placeless. Note, though, 
that /h/ is always realized with a tongue body gesture – it surfaces as [ç] after /i/, as [x] after /a/, and as [xw] 
after /o/ (Frantz 2009) – leading some researchers to phonemicize it as /x/ (e.g. Frantz 2009:162, Elfner 
2006a:12). Our arguments for /h/ as placeless are as follows. First, if /h/ were underlyingly place-bearing 
(i.e. /x/), we would expect it to pattern with the linguals and yet (2) reveals that it does not. Second, its 
restriction to coda position is consistent with the cross-linguistic observation that codas cannot license their 
own place features (e.g., Itô 1986); conversely, its absence from onset position follows if onsets must bear 
place features in some languages (Qu 2011). Finally, /h/ has the same distribution as /ʔ/,2 a segment which 
                                                             
2 There are a handful of examples of intervocalic glottal stop, which we treat as exceptions. 
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is standardly considered to lack place (e.g. Steriade 1987, Rose 1996). The observation that placeless /h/ 
assumes the vocal tract shape of adjacent vowels in Blackfoot holds of /h/ in many other languages as well 
(see e.g. Keating 1988 on English, Farsi and Swedish). 

Turning finally to ordinary /s/, this consonant has a freer distribution than other consonants in 
Blackfoot. This, however, does not question its status as ordinary. The freer distribution emerges from the 
fact that it is both a fricative and coronal, as will be discussed further below. 

The complementary distribution of labials/linguals and placeless consonants observed in (2) will be 
essential for our analysis of unusual /s/ which, as we have seen, can be both preceded and followed by 
consonants. When preceded by [p], for example, a consonant that can only be in onset, we can conclude 
that the immediately following [s] is nuclear (e.g. [itápsskonakiwaik °si] ‘(My friend) shot at them’ (G50)); 
when preceded by a placeless consonant, by contrast, the immediately following [s] must be in onset (e.g. 
[ot °sítssonaoʔsskipo.ka] ‘…then kissed him’ (G128)). 
 
3  Syllabification 
 

The distribution of consonants in (2) hints at the observation that, when unusual /s/ is set aside, 
Blackfoot syllabification is relatively straightforward. We discuss this more concretely in this section, 
beginning with onsets. First, true branching onsets are banned in Blackfoot. This is not surprising, as we 
observed in (1) that the language lacks liquids. Obstruent + liquid is the most commonly attested profile for 
branching onsets; indeed some researchers have argued that other clusters cannot have this analysis in the 
absence of obstruent + liquid (Clements 1990), a position that we accept. In view of this, our approach 
precludes a complex onset analysis of sC and Cs clusters, in contrast to the analysis proposed by Elfner 
(2006a,b). The constraint in (3) is thus undominated in our analysis. 
 
(3)  NOCOMPLEXONSET: Complex onsets are forbidden 
 
 Second, word-medial syllables generally require onsets. According to Elfner (2006a), vowels in hiatus 
are resolved through coalescence (/a/ + /i/ → [E:],  /a/ + /o/ → [O:]), diphthong formation (/i/ + /a/ → [ya],  
/i/ + /o/ → [yo], /o/ + /i/ → [oy]) and, rarely, elision (/i/ + /a/ → [a],  /i/ + /o/ → [o], /o/ + /a/ → [a]). Hiatus 
is tolerated only with /o/ + /a/ (→ [o.a]). The prohibition against vowels in hiatus is due to high-ranking 
NOHIATUS, which we define in (4). As Elfner (2006a) and Denzer-King (2009) point out, the patterns 
exhibited cannot instead be attributed to ONSET, the constraint forbidding onsetless syllables: vowel-initial 
words are perfectly licit in Blackfoot ([akókaʔtssiist °si] ‘circle camps’ (D10)); in fact, initial glides are often 
deleted (/w-ókoʔs-ik °si …/ → [ókoʔsik °si …] ‘His kids (are sleeping)’ (G49)). Indeed, the low importance of 
ONSET will be a critical part of our analysis of word-initial sC and ssC clusters (see §6). 
 
(4) NOHIATUS: Adjacent segments linked to separate µ nodes cannot be in different syllables 
 

In addition to repairing adjacent VV strings (aside from /o/ + /a/), high-ranking NOHIATUS will have 
the following effect in our analysis: it will force onset formation in the case of medial consonants which 
will, in some circumstances, yield the patterns that have thus far been described as involving unusual /s/. 
 Turning to codas, Blackfoot syllables follow the cross-linguistically common pattern where (word-
medial) codas cannot license place features. Accordingly, aside from ordinary /s/, codas are limited to the 
first half of geminates, as shown in (5a),3 and to placeless consonants, shown in (5b-c).  
 
 (5)  Place in codas: 
  a. [nínna]        ‘my father’ (G5) 

/miin-ohkot-k-i-t/  →  [miinohkókkit] ‘Don’t give it to me!’ (G83) 
b. [áakohpotaawa]      ‘It’s going to snow’ (G24) 

[sst °sipísoohsit]      ‘Punish (whip) yourself!’ (G105) 
c. [moʔt °síí]       ‘hand/arm’ (G12)  

[maʔtóós]       ‘Take it! (anim, sing addressee) (G112) 
                                                             
3 Placeless consonants (Frantz 2009) and glides (Denzer-King 2009) cannot geminate in Blackfoot. 
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Considering now ordinary /s/, it patterns as expected. It can geminate like other consonants, as shown in 
(6a), and aside from a handful of exceptions, it respects constraints on place licensing: it must be followed 
by coronals, (6b). 
 
(6)  Place in codas: Ordinary /s/: 
  a. [ik °síssiwa]  ‘he is tough’ (G5) 

 b. [nitánistawa]  ‘I told him’ (G154) 
 [míínist °si]  ‘berries’ (G94) 

 
In addition, as observed earlier, placeless consonants are confined to coda position. Their absence from 

onset position is consistent with what is observed in some other languages, where onsets must bear place 
features (Qu 2011; see also Harris 1997). The relevant place constraints, both undominated,4 are in (7). 
 
(7)  NOCODAPLACE: Coda cannot license place 
  ONSETPLACE: Onset consonants have place 
 
 Finally, Blackfoot respects the Syllable Contact Law (Murray & Vennemann 1983): codas can be 
followed by segments of equal or lower sonority. In Blackfoot, this effectively reduces to fricative + 
(complex) stop or fricative, as shown for /h/ in (8a) and for ordinary /s/ in (8b).5,6 The relevant constraint is 
defined in (9). 
 
(8)  Syllable contact: Fricatives: 

a. /h/+(complex) stop: [áísstaahkahtaawa]   ‘She is nursing’ (G103) 
[áak °sikáókaʔpiht °siiyiwa] ‘…it will have spoiled’ (G36) 

/h/+fricative:   [sst °sipísoohsit]    ‘Punish (whip) yourself!’ (G105) 
 

 b. /s/+(complex) stop: [nitánistawa]    ‘I told him’ (G154) 
      [míínist °si]    ‘berries’ (G94) 
 

 (9) SYLLABLECONTACT: An onset consonant cannot be more sonorous than the immediately 
preceding coda 

 
Note that [ʔ], in contrast to [h], can be followed by any consonant, (10), seemingly in violation of 
SYLLABLECONTACT. We assume that [ʔ] is featureless and so escapes syllable contact constraints. [h], by 
contrast, is placeless, like [ʔ], but specified for [cont], like [s]. 
  
(10) Syllable contact: Glottal stop: 

/ʔ/+(complex) stop: [niʔtómmoyi]    ‘hill’ (G7) 
[iʔk °sisakoyi]     ‘meat’ (G7) 

/ʔ/+fricative:   [asókaʔsimi]      ‘dress’ (noun) (G11) 
/ʔ/+nasal:   [iʔnákohkitsimi]    ‘small doorway’ (G78) 
/ʔ/+glide:   [áwaʔyiwa]     ‘She is pointing’ (G27) 

 
4  Unusual /s/ 
 

From the preceding section, we can conclude that Blackfoot syllable structure is relatively 
straightforward: constraints on the distribution of consonants are governed by considerations of both 

                                                             
4 But see note 2 on glottal stop. 
5 /s/+/h/ is not observed due to ONSETPLACE. 
6 Blackfoot does not permit sonorants in coda, including nasals that share place with following onsets. Although this 
can be attributed to an undominated constraint against sonorant codas, we leave this aside, as it will not prove to be 
relevant for the data under discussion. 
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sonority and place, similar to what is observed in other languages.7 We can further conclude that the 
seemingly freer distribution of ordinary /s/ in (2), when compared with other consonants, arises not from 
anything special about ordinary /s/ but, rather, from the fact that it is both coronal and a fricative. 

We turn now to consider more carefully the contexts where unusual /s/ is observed. As will be 
imminently evident, examples with unusual /s/ appear to flagrantly violate the constraints introduced in the 
preceding section.  

We begin with medial position. The examples in (11) show that medial [s] and [ss] can be flanked be 
consonants.  The examples in (12) reveal that [ss] and [sss] can be preceded by a consonant if followed by a 
vowel, and those in (13), that [ss] and [sss] can be followed by a consonant if preceded by a vowel. (These 
contexts will be added to in §5 below.) 
 
(11)  Medial [s] and [ss] in context C__C: 

a. [áakokstakiwa]      b. [itápsskonakiwaik °si] 
‘She will count’ (G79)    ‘(My friend) shot at them’ (G50) 

 
(12)  Medial [ss] and [sss] in context C__V: 

a. [kitssokáʔpssi]     b. [ááhsssapiwa] 
‘You are nice’ (G23)     ‘He enjoyed watching’ (D258) 

 
(13)  Medial [ss] and [sss] in context V__C: 

a. [ísska]       b. [ínikátoʔkatsiiwa anníisska óssska] 
‘pail’ (G14)       ‘he imitated his son-in-law’ (D61) 

 
 Turning to initial position, the sC data in (14a) are not particularly surprising, in view of what is 
observed in other languages (D-K data are from Denzer-King 2009). Those in (14c), however, show that, in 
addition to initial sC, Blackfoot permits ssC. Observe that both [s] and [ss] in (14a) and (14c) can be 
followed by the same range of consonants –(complex) stops at any place of articulation– indicating that the 
same type of analysis should hold for both contexts. By contrast, initial sC differs from medial sC in (14b), 
suggesting that a different analysis should hold for these two contexts: the latter respects place identity. 
 
(14)  a. Word-initial sC:              b.    Compare word-medial sC (6b): 

[spát °siko]  ‘sand’ (D220, D-K12)         *[VspV] 
[stámitapo:t]  ‘just go there!’ (D232, D-K12)   [nitánistawa]     ‘I told him’ (G154) 
[st °síki]   ‘another’ (D232, D-K12)     [míínist °si]      ‘berries’ (G94) 
[ski:m]   ‘female animal’ (D214, D-K12)      *[VskV] 

 
c. Word-initial ssC: 

[sspitááwa]   ‘He is tall’ (G23) 
[sstamat °sisa]   ‘Tether him to the stake!’ (D229) 
[sst °sipísoohsit]  ‘Punish (whip) yourself!’ (G105) 
[sskánatsskiniwa]  ‘She has nice hair’ (D22) 
[ssk °sóʔsat °sisa]  ‘Flesh a hide!’ (D225) 

 
Forms with unusual /s/ seem not to abide by the syllabification constraints introduced in §3. Contrary 

to appearance, we will show in §5 that analysing /s/ as a vocoid leads to a straightforward analysis of these 
complex patterns, one that is consistent with the syllable structure constraints introduced earlier. 

 

                                                             
7 Elfner (2005) and Denzer-King (2009) consider sonority to be the driving factor in Blackfoot syllabification. Place 
constraints, which we believe are essential to an understanding of the distribution of /s/ and other consonants, do not 
play a crucial role in their analyses. 
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5  Analysis 
 

Our goals are as follows: (i) to analyse unusual /s/ using the same inventory of syllable constituents 
available to ordinary segments, that is, without recourse to appendices (cf. Denzer-King 2009) or non-
exhaustive syllabification; and (ii) to clearly identify the conditions under which unusual /s/ is permitted 
without relaxing the syllable contact constraints holding for other consonants (cf. Elfner 2006a,b). 
 To achieve these goals, we propose the following. We adopt moraic theory (Hyman 1985, Hayes 
1989), as it is the only theory of syllabification that provides the flexibility required for the various parses 
of /s/. We propose that ordinary /s/ and unusual /s/ are distinguished in terms of moraicity and 
syllabification. Similar to other consonants, ordinary /s/ is underlyingly non-moraic or monomoraic. Non-
moraic /s/ is syllabified as an onset, or acquires weight-by-position (WBP) (Hayes 1989) when syllabified 
in coda. Underlyingly monomoraic /s/, when intervocalic, yields a geminate. 

Unusual /s/ can also be underlyingly monomoraic, or bimoraic, but it differs from intervocalic [ss] in 
that it projects its own syllable.8 This, however, does not need to be stipulated: the segmental context in 
which /s/ occurs determines its syllabification. In short, then, ordinary and unusual /s/ are not formally 
different, aside from their underlying moraic structure. Their differences arise from the contexts in which 
they occur. We will nevertheless continue to use the terms ordinary /s/ and unusual /s/ for ease of reference. 

 
5.1    Ordinary /s/    In the interest of completeness, we begin with ordinary /s/. In intervocalic position, 
non-moraic /s/ undergoes onset adjunction, in order to satisfy NOHIATUS, as shown in (15a). In coda 
position, /s/ acquires a mora to satisfy WPB, (15b).  
 
(15)  Underlyingly non-moraic /s/: 

 a. Onset: [póó.sa] ‘cat’ (G9) 
        σ  σ 
         |   | 
   µ   µ µ →  µ   µ µ 
    |   |    |   | 
  p ó  s a  p ó s a 
   
 b. Coda: [míí.nis.t °si] (6b) 
           σ   σ 
            |    | 
    µ   µ  →   µ µ  µ 
     |    |     |  |   | 
   … n  i s t °s  i   … n  i s t °s  i 

   
Monomoraic /s/ in intervocalic position surfaces as a geminate; see (16). NOHIATUS is responsible for onset 
adjunction, indicating that this constraint is effectively equivalent to ONSET operating word-internally. 
 
(16)  Underlyingly monomoraic /s/: 
  [i.k °sís.si.wa] (6a) 
         σ  σ   σ 
          |   |    | 
  µ  µ µ µ   →  µ  µ µ µ 
   |   |  |  |    |   |  |  | 
    i k °s  i s  i …    i     k °s  i s  i … 
 
5.2    Monomoraic unusual /s/    Monomoraic unusual /s/ yields Cs syllables, as can be seen in (17). In 
column (i), the Cs syllable is preceded by a vowel and in column (ii), by a consonant. /sµ/ is syllabified as 
                                                             
8 As mentioned earlier, our analysis builds on Denzer-King (2009), who also proposes that /s/ is underlyingly 
monomoraic or bimoraic and can project a syllable. Denzer-King, however, assumes that /s/ is moraic in all positions 
(p. 52). He thus has no principled way to explain how /s/ loses its moraic status in singleton onsets. 
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nuclear [s] when flanked by consonants that must be parsed as onsets (17a); as nucleus+onset [ss] when 
preceded by an onset and followed by a vowel (17b); as onset+nucleus [ss] when preceded by a vowel 
(17c.i) or coda (17c.ii) and followed by an onset; and as onset+nucleus+onset [sss] when preceded by a 
coda and followed by a vowel (17d.ii).9 Effectively, then, the consonant preceding or following nuclear [s] 
can also be realized as [s], through multiple linking of /sµ/, depending on the syllabification requirements of 
adjacent segments. 
 
(17) Syllabification: (i) V.Cs.CV (ii) VC.Cs.CV 
 a. Nuc: áa.ko.ks.ta.ki.wa 

‘She will count.’ (G79) 
míʔ.ks.ka.pa.yi.nis.t °si 
‘crackers’ (G65) 

 b. Nuc-Ons: a.nis.tá.ps.sí.wa 
‘be-3:nonaffirmative’ (G133) 

ki.ts.so.káʔ.ps.si 
‘You are nice’ (G23) 

 c. Ons-Nuc: í.ss.ka 
‘pail’ (G14) 

o.t °sí.ts.so.naoʔ.ss.ki.po.ka 
‘…then kissed him’ (G128) 

 d. Ons-Nuc-Ons: ? …V.ss.sV… ááh.ss.sa.pi.wa 
‘He enjoyed watching’ (D258) 

 
We provide structures for each of the cases in (17) below, beginning with column (i) where the Cs 

syllable is preceded by a vowel. In (18a), /sµ/ projects a syllable node; the string cannot otherwise be 
syllabified, as both flanking consonants must be parsed as onsets. Recall from §3 that /k/, the consonant 
preceding /sµ/, cannot be syllabified as a coda due to NOCODAPLACE. In (18b), /sµ/ similarly projects σ, but 
the consonant must become an onset as well, yielding [ss]. The alternative parse with short [s] is ruled out 
due to NOHIATUS. In (18c), a vowel precedes /sµ/; NOHIATUS thus forces /sµ/ to become onset of its own 
syllable, yielding [ss]. The first alternative parse is ill-formed due to NOCODAPLACE: [s] is only permitted 
in coda when it can share place with the following onset. The second alternative, where it is the vowel 
instead of /sµ/ that fills the onset position, is ruled out because /s/ is less sonorous than true vowels: sonority 
cannot fall toward nucleus.10 
 
(18)  Syllabification of (i) V.Cs.CV 

 a. /sµ/ as nucleus: [áa.ko.ks.ta.ki.wa] (17a.i) 
            σ  σ  σ 
             |   |   | 
    µ  µ  µ   →   µ  µ  µ 
      |   |   |     |   |   | 
   … k o k s t a …   … k o k s t a … 

 
 b. /sµ/ as nucleus-onset: [a.nis.tá.ps.sí.wa] (17b.i) 
           σ  σ σ     * σ  σ     σ 
            |   |  |     |   |  | 
    µ  µ µ   →   µ  µ µ    µ  µ µ 
     |   |  |     |   |  |     |   |  | 
   … t á p s  í …   … t á p s  í …   … t á p s  í … 

 *[ta.ps.i] 

                                                             
9 We have found no forms of the shape in (17d.i), hence the question mark in this cell. We have no principled reason to 
exclude forms of this type. 
10 Thanks to Emily Elfner for helpful discussion on the role of sonority here. 
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c. /sµ/ as onset-nucleus: [í.ss.ka] (17c.i) 
      σ  σ  σ      * σ   σ     * σ  σ  σ 
       |  |    |    |     |    |  |    | 
 µ µ  µ   → µ µ  µ   µ µ  µ    µ µ  µ 
  |  |   |       |  |   |    |  |   |    |  |   | 
  í s k a   í s k a    í s k a    í s k a 

      *[is.ka]         *[i.ys.ka] 
 

We turn now to column (ii) in (17), where the Cs syllable is preceded by a consonant. The form in 
(17a.ii), shown in (19a), parallels that in (18a). Since the Cs syllable is preceded by a consonant, however, 
this syllabification is only possible if the coda+onset cluster is well-formed as per SYLLABLECONTACT and 
NOCODAPLACE (§3). The form in (19b) similarly parallels the structure in (18b): /sµ/ heads its own syllable 
and also becomes the onset of the following syllable, to avoid violating NOHIATUS. The form in (19c) differs 
somewhat as no onset consonant interrupts glottal stop and /sµ/. As /ʔ/ can only be parsed as a coda to avoid 
violating ONSETPLACE, /sµ/ becomes the onset of its own syllable, in order to satisfy NOHIATUS.11 The form 
in (19d) is similar to that in (19c), except that the segment following /sµ/ is a vowel. NOHIATUS is thus 
implicated twice in such a structure, forcing moraic /sµ/ to become the onset of its own syllable and the onset 
of following syllable.12 
 
(19) Syllabification of (ii) VC.Cs.CV: 

 a. /sµ/ as nucleus:       b. /sµ/ as nucleus-onset: 
  [míʔ.ks.ka.pa.yi.nis.t °si] (17a.ii)     [ki.ts.so.káʔ.ps.si] (17b.ii) 
    σ   σ  σ      σ   σ σ 
      |    |   |       |    |  | 
    µ µ  µ  µ      µ µ  µ µ 
     |  |   |   |        |  |   |  | 
        m  i ʔ k s k  a …    … k a ʔ p s  i 
 
 c. /sµ/ as onset-nucleus:       d. /sµ/ as onset-nucleus-onset: 
  [o.t °sí.ts.so.naoʔ.ss.ki.po.ka] (17c.ii)    /yááhsµapiwa/ → [áh.ss.sa.pi.wa] (17d.ii) 
    σ   σ  σ     σ  σ σ 
      |    |   |      |   |  | 
    µ µ  µ  µ     µ µ µ µ 
     |  |   |   |      |  |  |  | 
   … n a o ʔ s k  i …     a h s a … 

 
5.3    Bimoraic unusual /s/    Bimoraic unusual /s/ yields Css syllables, as can be seen in (20). As in the 
table in (17) above, in column (i), the Css syllable is preceded by a vowel and in (ii), by a consonant. 
 
(20) Syllabification: (i) V.Css.CV (ii) VC.Css.CV 
 a. Nuc: i.tá.pss.ko.na.ki.wai.k °si 

‘(My friend) shot at them’ (G50) 
ik.kss.píí.sa 
‘Hit him on the head!’ (D45) 

 b. Nuc-Ons: s.tá.mss.sáa.ko.noo.sa 
‘Try to recognize her!’ (D166) 

? …Vʔ.Css.sV… 

 c. Ons-Nuc: ínikátoʔkatsiiwa anníisska ó.sss.ka 
‘he imitated his son-in-law’ (D61) 

? …Vʔ.sss.CV… 

 d. Ons-Nuc-Ons: * …V.sss.sV… * …Vʔ.sss.sV… 
                                                             
11 Although /a/+/o/ is normally resolved through fusion (§3), Frantz (2009: 161) notes that this sequence of vowels 
becomes a diphthong before glottal stop. We assume that the three position rhyme, [aoʔ], is bimoraic, consistent with 
Hayes (1989). 
12 The initial glide is deleted from this form, as discussed in §3. In addition, long vowels are shortened before coda /h/ 
(Elfner 2006a; see also Frantz 2009). 
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Structures are provided below for the four types of attested forms in (20). Considering first column (i), 
/sµµ/ is syllabified as nuclear [ss] in (21a), as the preceding and following consonant must be onsets, by virtue 
of their place. Compare the form in (19c), [o.t °sí.ts.so.naoʔ.ss.ki.po.ka], where it is monomoraic /s/ that 
surfaces as [ss] because the preceding placeless consonant must be a coda.13 In (21b), NOHIATUS forces 
bimoraic /s/ to become onset of following syllable, which would otherwise begin with a vowel. In (21c), this 
constraint forces /sµµ/ to become onset of its own syllable because the preceding segment is a vowel. 

 
(21)  Syllabification of (i) V.Css.CV 

 a. /sµµ/ as nucleus:    b. /sµµ/ as nucleus-onset:      c.     /sµµ/ as onset-nucleus: 
  [i.tá.pss.ko.na.ki.wai.t °si]   [s.tá.mss.sáa.ko.noo.sa]      [ó.sss.ka] 

     σ  σ   (20a.i)    σ   σ   (20b.i)      σ      σ       σ   (20c.i) 
      |      |       |    |         |       |              | 
         µ   µ µ      µ   µ  µ   µ       µ      µ    µ      µ 
               |   |       |    |         |       |            | 
    … p s k o …     … m s   a …       o      s      k      a 
 

Turning to column (ii), (22) shows that /sµµ/ is syllabified as nuclear when the Css syllable is preceded by 
a coda and followed by an onset.14 
 
(22)  Syllabification of (ii) VC.Css.CV 

 /sµµ/ as nucleus: 
 [ik.kss.píí.sa] (20a.ii) 
  σ  σ     σ 
   |   |      | 
  µ µ µ    µ    µ    µ 
   |  |  |      | 
   i k s    p    i … 

 
Consider, finally, the onset-nucleus-onset parse for /sµµ/ in (20d). Note that forms of this shape, both 

(20d.i) and (20d.ii), are unattested. The maximum surface length for unusual /s/ is [sss], regardless of its 
syllabification. We expect that the upper limit of [sss] may be driven by phonetic considerations: on 
articulatory grounds, speakers may have difficulty sustaining the airflow required for the production of an 
overlong sibilant [ssss]; alternatively, it may prove difficult to perceptually distinguish [sss] from [ssss], 
which would both occur after laryngeals and before vowels (as in e.g. [áhsssapiwa] in (17d.ii)). 

To sum up thus far, our analysis that Blackfoot /s/ is a vocoid can straightforwardly account for a large 
range of patterns that Blackfoot exhibits in medial position, without relaxing the language’s syllable 
structure constraints on place, sonority and hiatus: the segmental context in which /s/ occurs determines its 
realization. There are some gaps that we are hopeful will be filled by more careful scrutiny of the wider 
literature and consultation with native speakers. 

 
6  Clusters in word-initial position 
 

In this section, we show how our analysis straightforwardly extends to word-initial /s/ clusters. As 
discussed above, Blackfoot is similar to other languages where /s/ behaves unusually in that it permits sC 

                                                             
13 All CssC cases are analysed as /sµµ/ by Denzer-King (2009). This approach does not take into consideration 
distributional differences observed between place-bearing and placeless consonants (i.e., for the consonant that 
immediately precedes the sibilant). 
14 We predict forms like …Vʔ.Css.sV… (20b.ii) and …Vʔ.sss.CV… (20c.ii) to be well-formed, alongside the attested 
…V.Css.sV… (20b.i) and …V.sss.CV… (20c.i). Although we have found strings of the shape …Vʔ.Css.sV…, e.g. 
amíʔ.tss.so.ki.mi ‘Pacific Ocean’ (D10), all of them have [t] or [k] in the C position, which likely means that the [tss] or 
[kss] syllable forms a complex segment in onset ([ts]/[ks]) + singleton nucleus ([s]), rather than singleton onset ([t]/[k]) 
+ branching nucleus ([ss]). However, at present, we have no principled reason to rule out forms of the shape 
…Vʔ.Css.sV…, nor those of the shape …Vʔ.sss.CV…. 
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clusters in initial position (see (23a), repeated from (14a)). Elfner (2006a) analyses such clusters as 
complex onsets (the same analysis she proposes for medial sC and Cs clusters). Our approach does not 
permit an analysis of this type, as we do not allow complex onsets of this shape in any language, as 
mentioned earlier (see further Goad 2011). It is also inconsistent with the observation that Blackfoot does 
not permit rising-sonority complex onsets. 

An alternative would be to treat initial /s/ in sC clusters as an appendix (or extraprosodic), the analysis 
adopted by Denzer-King (2009). However, recall that Blackfoot also permits ssC, as shown in (23c). A 
comparison of the datasets in (23a) and (23c) reveals that initial sC and ssC are subject to the same 
constraints: they are both followed by (complex) stops of the same profile, which suggests that the same 
analysis should hold for both. The problem is that the appendix analysis for initial /s/ cannot be extended to 
Blackfoot ssC, as this would violate the Peripherality Condition: appendix/extraprosodic status can only be 
assigned to elements in peripheral positions (Hayes 1981, Harris 1983).15 

The third option is that initial sC is analysed as a coda+onset cluster, as in Government Phonology 
(following Kaye 1992). This analysis could extend to initial ssC clusters (#sØs.CV…), but it is challenged 
by the observation that medial sC clusters that are analysed as coda+onset respect place identity while 
initial sC/ssC clusters do not (compare (23b) with (23a)/(23c)). 
 
(23)  a. Word-initial sC:              b.    Compare word-medial sC (6b): 

[spát °siko]  ‘sand’ (D220, D-K12)         *[VspV] 
[stámitapo:t]  ‘just go there!’ (D232, D-K12)   [nitánistawa]     ‘I told him’ (G154) 
[st °síki]   ‘another’ (D232, D-K12)     [míínist °si]      ‘berries’ (G94) 
[ski:m]   ‘female animal’ (D214, D-K12)      *[VskV] 

 
c. Word-initial ssC: 

[sspitááwa]   ‘He is tall’ (G23) 
[sstamat °sisa]   ‘Tether him to the stake!’ (D229) 
[sst °sipísoohsit]  ‘Punish (whip) yourself!’ (G105) 
[sskánatsskiniwa]  ‘She has nice hair’ (D22) 
[ssk °sóʔsat °sisa]  ‘Flesh a hide!’ (D225) 

  
 In view of these considerations, we propose the following analysis for initial sC and ssC: [s] is 
monomoraic and [ss] is bimoraic; see (24). In both cases, /s/ projects a syllable, because the string cannot 
otherwise be syllabified, as was seen for cases of medial /s/ earlier.16 
 
(24)  Syllabification: 

 a. /sµ/ for data in (23a):     b. /sµµ/ for data in (23c): 
  [st °síki]         [sspák °siʔk °saahkoist °si] 
   σ  σ   σ      σ   σ    σ 

     |   |   |       |    |    | 
    µ  µ  µ      µ    µ  µ   µ     
     |   |   |       |    |    | 

   s t °s  í k  i      s  p  á     k °s   i … 
   
Before concluding, we must ensure that the surface forms in (25) are not accidentally predicted to arise 
from the representations we have proposed in (24). An ‘extra’ [s] will not result because there is nothing to 
drive onset formation in initial position. Onset formation arises under two conditions only: (i) word-initial 

                                                             
15 Although Denzer-King (2009) analyses /s/ in #sC as a moraic appendix, his analysis for #ssC is different (he treats 
[ss] as bimoraic, that is, as a long vowel). As mentioned in the text, we believe that #sC and #ssC should receive a 
uniform analysis, given that they observe parallel phonotactic constraints. 
16 sC and ssC are variably preceded by an epenthetic vowel ([ǝ] or [ɪ] in quality) (Denzer-King 2009; see also Elfner 
2006a). We assume that this vowel is weightless, as is the case for epenthetic vowels in some other languages (Piggott 
1995), and so links up to the leftmost mora associated with /s/. 
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stray consonants undergo onset adjunction; initial /s/ here, however, is not stray; (ii) NOHIATUS is resolved 
by onset formation; here, there is no hiatus to resolve. 
  
(25)  a. *[sst °síki]       b. *[ssspák °siʔk °saahkoist °si] 

  σ  σ   σ      σ   σ    σ 
   |   |   |       |    |    | 
  µ  µ  µ      µ    µ  µ   µ     
   |   |   |       |    |    | 
  s t °s  i k  i      s  p  á     k °s   i … 

 
7  Conclusion 
 

To sum up, we have argued that Blackfoot /s/ is a vocoid: it can be underlyingly non-moraic, 
monomoraic or bimoraic. Like other consonants, singleton ordinary /s/ is underlyingly non-moraic; 
geminate ordinary /s/ is underlyingly monomoraic. Like vowels, unusual /s/ is underlyingly monomoraic or 
bimoraic and projects a syllable. Ordinary and unusual /s/ are not formally different, aside fom their moraic 
content. It is rather the segmental context in which /s/ occurs that determines its realization and syllabic 
status; critically, constraints on syllabification (place, sonority, hiatus) must be factored in. 

Turning to cross-linguistic implications, it is evident that a unified account of /s/ clusters cannot be 
provided across languages. However, we contend that it may well be the case that the behaviour of /s/ can 
always be captured with /s/ being analysed as a conventional syllable constituent (onset, nucleus, coda, 
moraic), i.e. without requiring recourse to appendices or non-exhaustive syllabification, if one admits a 
relatively abstract view of the syllable. Specifically, unusual /s/ has been argued to be a coda preceded by 
an empty nucleus in (initial) sC clusters in Indo-European languages (following Kaye 1992); /s/ has been 
proposed to be an onset followed by an empty nucleus in initial and medial sC clusters in Acoma (Goad 
2011, 2012); and following in the spirit of Denzer-King (2009), /s/ has been proposed here to be moraic 
and to project its own syllable node in Blackfoot initial and medial clusters. It appears, at present, that the 
moraic analysis of Blackfoot /s/ cannot be translated into onset rhyme theory, with unusual /s/ analysed as a 
nucleus. Indeed, moraic theory seems to be the only theory that provides the flexibility required for the 
various parses of /s/ in Blackfoot. 
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